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Neshaten Technology

The Neshaten rely on a variety of different forms of technology. Listed below is the technology that is
utilized by the Neshaten. The page is divided into different categories each with their own articles to
make it easier to navigate.

Power, FTL, and STL Technology

This particular section handles all technology that relates to power, faster than light and sublight
engines.

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Power, FTL, STL Technology Lists FTL, STL, Power, and Gate technology

Shipgrade Weapons Technology

This section refers to all weapons found onboard ships and is broken up into their own unique articles,
such as energy, kinetic, particle, or even missile and torpedo based weapons.

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Projectile-Based Weapons Lists all projectile weapons
Neshaten Energy-Based Weapons Lists all energy weapons
Neshaten Missile-Based Weapons Lists all missile weapons
Neshaten Torpedo Based Weapons Lists all torpedo based weapons
Neshaten Bomb-Based Weapons Lists all types of bombs
Neshaten Forward-Mounted Weapons Lists all forward based weapons
Neshaten Directed-Energy Weapons Lists all directed-energy weapons

Neshaten Starfighter-Based Weapons Lists all weapons used on starfighters, bombers, dropships, and
shuttles. Does NOT include bombs

Ground Weapons Technology

This section refers to weaponry used by vehicles and personnel.

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Melee Weapons Lists all close range personal melee weapons
Neshaten Close Range Weapons Lists items such as pistols and shotguns
Neshaten Medium Range Weapons Lists items such as SMGs
Neshaten Long Range Weapons Has items such as rifles, sniper rifles, and other long range weapons
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Link Brief summary

Neshaten Explosive Weapons lists things such as rocket launchers or items used to blowing holes
in buildings, along with grenades

Neshaten Myleke-Centric Modules This lists all My'leke related weaponry, this weaponry is considered
Power Armor grade

Neshaten Vehicle-Based Weapons Has all vehicle based weaponry

Military Clothing and Suits

The section here has articles that refer to military based clothing or suits.

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Body Suits Lists items such as the armoured body suit
Neshaten Military Uniforms Is for items related to the Navy's uniforms

Military Vehicles

This section relates to all manners of military centric vehicles, including wheeled, anti-grav, tracked, or
even walkers.

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Military Tanks An article that lists all tanks used by the Navy
Military Infantry Fighting and
Recon Vehicles Area that lists all infantry fighting and recon vehicles

Neshaten Military Air Space Craft
Lists all space and air based vehicles, including shuttles and
dropships. Because the Urename can serve as a military vehicle, it is
also listed in this category

General Purpose Vehicles (Civilian)

This section refers to vehicles used by both the military and civilians.

Link Brief summary
Neshaten General-Purpose Probes
and Satellites lists all probes and satallites used by the faction

Neshaten General-Purpose Vehicles lists all cars, bikes, buses, trucks and other civilian vehicles used
in the faction, also lists the Urename Skiff

Neshaten Drones this relates to the different kinds of drones found used within the
Kingdom, including military and civilian.

Military Starships
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The following articles relate to military starships. Each category refers to a specific kind of ship category.

Link Brief summary
Exploratory Science
Ships This lists ships that are designed for exploration and scientific discovery

Light Warships This lists light warships, such as the Litos'kan Destroyer.
Medium Warships This lists medium range warships, such as the Xei'chrofan and Re'liant Class.
Heavy Warships This lists heavy warships, such as the Kith'sobashen Class.

Flag Ships
This lists warships that were designed to serve the roll of either a flagship or

command ship in a fleet, because of this, their length has a considerable range
from only 50 meters to up to 1000 meters long

Carriers
This lists ships that serve the predominate roll of carrier, even though all

Neshaten vessels possess carrier capabilities, these ships are actually specifically
designed 'for' that roll.

Civilian Starships

The following articles relate to civilian ships, civilian ships are also used by the military.

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Freighters This lists various freighters
Neshaten Passenger Transports This lists various transports

Neshaten Industrial General Ships This lists both industrial and general purpose starships, such as colony
ships

Specialized Neshaten Ships Civilian ships designed to serve unique roles
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Starship, Station, Ground System Components

The following articles relate to the components found on ships, stations, and ground bases.

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Armor Systems This article relates to the various types of armor used in the Kingdom

Neshaten General Components
Lists things that aren't specific on a starship and may or may not

always be used but can also list components used in weapons and also
escape pods.

Neshaten System Components This article relates to actual system components, such as power,
reactor, life support, etc.

Neshaten Superstructure
Components

This article relates to all superstructure components, including those
that might improve said structure

Starship, Station, Ground Room Components

The following articles relate to components used in the internal structures of ships, stations, and bases,
such as cabins, bridges, etc…

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Command Centers The list here relates to all command and control centers
Neshaten Living, Dining, Crew,
Recreation, and Security Areas

Refers to all components related to living and dining, recreational,
and crew

Hallways, Corridors, and Storage Relates to anything that concerns hallways, corridors, and storage
Neshaten Science and Medical
Facilities

The article here details internal rooms such as science and
medical

Neshaten System Areas This article relates to rooms based for a specific type of system,
such as engineering, shields, computer rooms,etc…

Neshaten Deck Modules This article relates to prefabricated deck layouts

Civilian and Military Stations

The articles here relate to both civilian and military stations

Link Brief summary
Modular Stations Refers to stations that are of a modular design, such as the Ya'tronesha

Defense Stations Lists stations designed primarily for defence, such as orbital weapons
platforms.

General Purpose
Stations

This lists stations that are designed for a particular purpose, this includs the
orbital ring of the orbital tower
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Civilian and Military Structures

The articles listed here relate to the various structures found within the Kingdom.

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Specialized
Structures

Refers to structures that serve a very specific purpose, such as the
orbital tower, mining and refining as well.

Neshaten Defensive Structures This list refers to structures whose main purpose is to provide defence,
such as shield generators.

Neshaten Offensive Structures This article relates to ground weapon emplacements
Ground Orbital Offensive
Structures

This artice relates to weapon emplacements whose main purpose is to
attack orbiting starships.

Common Items and Equipment

The articles here relate to items found used in everyday life

Link Brief summary
Neshaten Clothing This article relates to the various clothing items found within the Kingdom.
Neshaten Food, Drinks, and
Drugs

This article refers to food and drinks found within the Kingdom along with
medical, both legal and illegal, drugs

Neshaten Equipment The article here refers to various equipment, such as repair kits, Fire
Extinguisher �s, etc.

General Items

These articles are merely for organizational purposes.

Link Brief Summary
Neshaten Materials Guide This article lists all materials used by the Kingdom
Neshaten Grooming Tool
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